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Principal’s Report
Cross Country Colour Run
One of the Education Department’s priorities is ”healthy, happy, active
kids.” This was certainly the focus of the Colour Run held at Wahgunyah
last week.
Congratulations to the Age Group Champions shown at right.
Congratulations also to the Suns as the winning House.
13s: Ted Thomas & Jess Hawkey

End of Year Reports

14s: Georgie Kelly & Caleb Waycott

Teachers are currently finalising End of Year Reports.

15s: Jacob Fuge & Darcie Gunning

They will be made available via Compass early next week.

16s: Ebony Hawking & Lachie Arnold

Transition Days
We have finally been able to get the current Grade 6 students (2022 Year 7s!) on site! They have had three full days of Transition
activities ranging from Literacy & Numeracy testing to Science and even Food Technology.
Year 9 Future Makers Luncheon
Year 9 Future Makers concludes with a traditional lunch this Friday. The program has been curtailed due to COVID but as Michael
points out below, Future Makers “was the best experience I have witnessed and joined in with, in my lifetime.”
Climate Summit
Next week some students will be participating in a Climate Summit organised by Indigo Shire. I am sure they will be articulate and
represent their community and peers very well. I look forward to receiving a report from them on what they discussed.
A reminder of some upcoming events, as per our Calendar on the RHS website:
Monday 13th December

Sports Day

Tuesday 14th December

School Picnic on Lake Mulwala

Wednesday 15th December

Movie Day

Wednesday 15th December

RHS Presentation Evening

I hope everyone has a safe and happy Christmas
and New Year break.
The General Office re-opens on Monday the 24th
January
I look forward to students starting their school
year on Monday 31st January.
Regards, Phil Rogers—Principal

Being part of the Year 9 FUTURE MAKERS experience
was the best experience I have witnessed and joined in with,
in my lifetime.
I did various different things that challenged my motivation and enhanced my ambitions for the future, those being: going on Camp to be challenged and to be resilient; doing a Core Project with friends; doing Community Service like selling ANZAC badges and selling poppies; going on
multiple excursions, just to name a few.
[Mount Bogong] Camp was by far the most interesting part of the Future Makers program: going on a 3-day hike to challenge our abilities to live
in an environment that we dont see every day; the aim to be resilient; the aim to explore; the aim to experiment and the aim to
build new friendships. The Core Project aimed to help us communicate, be sustainable, and to build initiative.
Future Makers aimed to take my life to a whole new level and I hope that all students when they get to Year 9 love the Future
Makers program just as much as I did and learn to be challenged, have resilience, and to motivate themselves to be amazing

‘Just a Girl’
No Doubt

where [they] stand.’ In some countries, women are still ‘Barbie dolls.’
They have no rights and no say in what happens to them. Stefani has
expressed her sadness, worry and frustration through the use of the
sarcastic, ironic and frustrated tone.

No Doubt released ‘Just a Girl’ in 1995. Gwen Stefani reNo Doubt has used many language techniques to create a
leased this song with her band No Doubt not realising that later on it
feminist
protest
song. The use of repetition is very effective as it helps
would become a feminist anthem in today’s culture.
to re-enforce the main message. ‘Just a girl,’ ‘I’m just a girl,’ and
Gwen Stefani and Tom Dumont wrote this song about how
‘cause, I’m just a girl’ are all ways in which Stefani has enforced her
Stefani’s overprotective father frustrated her. This links back to the
message throughout the song. Stefani and Dumont have created a
theme of feminism as the song links in with all the things women
rhyming pattern that lets the singer hang onto the words and express
weren’t allowed to do.
the point. ‘Eyes’ and ‘surprise,’ and ‘stand’ and ‘hand.’ ‘Take this pink
ribbon off my eyes’ shows how the colour pink is closely related to
When No Doubt released their song they didn’t expect it to
how Stefani was treated. Pink equals female; it is symbolic of the
become a popular feminist anthem that is still played over and over
today. Like any other band, they would have expected young teenag- women and girls. She wants to be let out into the ‘real’ world and be
ers up to people in their mid-40’s, of any race, to listen to their songs. no longer blinded. Throughout the writing process, Dumont and
Stefani have created this song as a metaphor. They say how she was
This protest song would have also been for anyone who wanted to
‘exposed’ when really meaning she was stuck behind a sheet of glass.
listen. No Doubt would want people to open their eyes and see how
and why women were being treated like this. By releasing ‘Just a Girl’ They also refer to how she could do so ‘little.’ How nothing was in her
power. The effective use of language features has allowed this nationas a pop song, their audience and demographic grew larger.
al feminist anthem to spread the truth; the message that females are
This influential song highlights how Gwen Stefani was treated
human beings too.
as a girl in the modern world. Her father was overprotective due to
‘Just a Girl’ is a modern pop song. Just like any other pop
her gender. Stefani said she ‘wouldn’t trade being a female for anysong
there
is an upbeat tune that is catchy to the ear. The pace is mething, but the guys don’t understand what a burden it can be sometimes.’ Through writing her song, Stefani was able to express her feel- dium to fast and the pitch ranges from low to high. In delivering this
hit Stefani has managed to force considerable power into her singing.
ings. She showed the world how she was treated but also how the
modern society had changed and had not changed. There are still peo- When listening to the song, the music video adds extra depth. Stefani
ple who believe women cannot do everything that men can but there is singing into the camera expressing her point of view. Even though
the song isn’t extremely long, the message is still conveyed effectively.
are also people who think equality is what will make the world a
better place.
Stefani and Dumont have written their frustration on paper
by using a sarcastic and frustrated tone. Their writing reveals irony
and truth about the modern world. By composing the song in this tone
they have expressed how urgent the problem is and how frequently it
still happens. In a time when all women and girls were controlled by
men to now, there has been a big step but we are not fully there yet.
As this song demonstrates, some women are still being treated as a
‘typical prototype.’ They don’t ‘have any rights’ and ‘don’t… know

In composing this song, No Doubt has released a song that is
true to the modern world we live in. They have effectively produced
meaning and protest to the problem about how gender means we are
treated differently. By protesting this point, Stefani has allowed others
to feel they can do the same. This song is a plea to change the way we
are living; we need to open up and let women create their own life.
They do not need to be forced into their life, forced ‘to hold [some
man’s] hand’ and moulded in to the perfect person. Girls are not Barbie dolls.

, Year 9

Congratulations to the following Year 11
Rutherglen High School Students who
have registered to attend the
NE Victoria Youth Climate Summit,
December 13th, 14th and 15th @
Beechworth Memorial Soldiers’ Hall:
Tilly Pinn
Joe Brooks
Talyssa ‘TJ’ Lea
Riley Welsh
Makenzi Welsh
Alexis Heath
Elijah Wright
The group includes our newly elected
School Captains for 2022.
It is very heartening to see a strong cohort
supporting each other and demonstrating
commitment to represent the School and
take part in such leadership opportunities.
We wish them a great conference and look
forward next year to hearing about the discussion and ideas developed over the
three days. It is worth noting these students have already finished school for the
year and are doing this in their own time.
As the flier states:
Indigo Shire Youth for Climate Action
(ISYCA) is partnering with OzGREEN and
the Indigo, Alpine and Wangaratta Councils, with funding and support from the Department of Environment, Land Water and
Planning to give NE Victorian youth the
chance to: develop community and environmental leadership skills; learn about
their local and global environment; identify
their biggest concerns; develop a vision for
their community’s future; innovate change
ideas; create action plans; collaborate with
other young people around the area; present their ideas to local decision makers
and supporters; and have a real, positive
impact on their community and environment.
I would also like to thank Indigo Shire for
their generosity in covering the cost of the
bus hire, and to RHS teacher Mick Dow for
volunteering to drive the participants to
Beechworth each day.
- Kerrie Ware

Mock Interviews 2021
On Thursday 18th November Year 10 students were
once again involved in the Mock Job Interview program. This is designed to assist students in improving
their job interview skills.
The Mock Interviews form part of class work for a subject ‘Industry and Enterprise’. In preparation for this, students complete practice interviews with one another, create a video on ‘do’s and don’ts’ for a successful interview and
ensure their Resume is up-to-date and relevant.
Similar to last year, we were unable to visit individual businesses but were lucky enough to
have support from Rotary (members involved: Peter Walker, Doug Cole, Paul Huaff, Steve
Jones, Phil Nickson, Chris Grimes) as well as Barb Nesbitt and Ash Russell (from North East
Health Wangaratta). These people formed panels to interview the students and select the
best interviewee amongst the group of students. We would like to thank them for their
invaluable assistance, and giving up their time to support our students.
All students who participated received feedback from the panel and this will help them in future job interviews. The ‘successful’ students on the day included:
Panel 1 – Lochlan Arnold
Panel 2 – Charli Williams
Panel 3 – Mia Reeves
Panel 4 – Ben Heath/ Dale Milthorpe (jointly)
Panel 5 – Eden Kirk
Well done to those students and all who participated in the Mock Job Interviews.
CAREERS

Last week Year 7 worked on the

Wind Power Challenge

THE CHALLENGE:
To design a simple wind turbine capable of lifting a cup from the floor, up to the top of a table. The winning team will be the group
that produces a machine that lifts the most weight. The current record for 1 machine is 350 g.

CROSS COUNTRY COLOUR
RUN
Champions!
13s: Ted Thomas & Jess Hawkey
14s: Georgie Kelly & Caleb Waycott
15s: Jacob Fuge & Darcie Gunning
16s: Ebony Hawking & Lachie Arnold

HOUSE AGGREGATE
1st place—SUNS 316
2nd place—POWER 239
3rd place—STORM 225

Rutherglen High School staff wish all students a safe & happy summer
break, and look forward to a fun & productive 2022.
See you on Monday 31st of January!
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